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Across
1. fixture of the preschool
  day 
4. number of days in a 
  fortnight 
9. the shiny part of a ring, 
  perhaps 
12. according to me:
  Abbr. 
13.         music; pair with a
  song 
14. Jay-Z’s streaming 
  platform 
17. dead ends
19. type of triangular
  skirt 
20. remove from power 
21. frenzy 
23. one 60-billionth of a 
  minute: Abbr. 
25. River in Sussex  
26. dog 

29. having a strong
  smell 
32. computer brain:
  Abbr. 
35. constellation named for
  a mythological Greek 
  hunter 
37. sodas 
38. part of a staircase 
39. gives in 
40. In-N-        Burger 
41. becomes a part of 
42. competition of
  speed 
43. “Star Wars” bounty 
  hunter 
44. isolated 
45. volcano eruption’s 
  residue 
46. symbolic of a 
  concept  
48. fish capturer 
49. flood survivor  

51. queries 
53. amount that will fill a 
  ship 
57. yoga poses 
61. bring together 
62. study of signs and 
  symbols 
64. cantaloupe or 
  honeydew 
65. squeaky 
66. type of spirited rally 
67. be in a chair  
68. gesture of 
  congratulations  
69. direction of Mississippi
  from Minnesota: Abbr.  

Down
1. place in a hospital for
  premature or sick infants:
  Abbr.  
2.         -Ra; head Egyptian
  god  
3. ones in office, 
  informally  
4. “Walk Like a Man” band  
5. evaluated  
6. scheduled landing, perhaps:
  Abbr.  
7. engrave 
8. in everyone’s 
  business  
9. rank  
10. bathroom floor pieces, 
  perhaps  
11. “What Makes You Beauti-
  ful” band  
15. something you can see in
  spring and winter but not
  summer or fall?  
16. Salonga, voice of 
  Jasmine  
18. burrow 
22. “under” in French  
24. avoidance of responsibili-
  ty, informally 
26. Egyptian or King, for 
  example 
27. places 
28. “Hurt” band 
30. French red 
31. Kia model 
33. pointy tube-shaped
  pasta 
34. unhappy or 
  aggravated  
36. devotional poem 
38. the sun in Spain  
41. “I Want You Back”
  band 
43. New York neighborhood
  known for trendy stores 
46. skill  
47. prophet and father of 
  Immanuel, in the Bible 
50. Holy Roman Emperor from
  962-973 
52. test needed to apply to 
  college: Abbr.  
53. good-for-nothing  
54. singular  
55. psychologist 
  Solomon 
56. store for prepared foods,
  for short  
58. bites 
59. passes easily, of a
  test 
60. Dawson disease:
  Abbr.  
63. love interest of Disney’s
  Hercules
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